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RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP | Experience Designer 2
San Fransisco, CA, United States | June ’21 - present

Re-envision AI/ML features available on Photoshop desktop for Photo-
shop on the web. These one-click features trim workflows by at least 
80% for users of Photoshop.

Design multiple freemium(a product-led growth initiative) end-to-
end experiments to drive conversion from free to paid users, both for 
Photoshop on the web and iOS. The experiments resulted in many user 
conversions in the first week of the experiments themselves.

Participate in explorations for vision spikes for tools on Photoshop. 

Collaborate as design lead with the applied research team engineers on 
ongoing AI/ML research and implement the same into an experience for 
a user on the desktop. 

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP | Experience Design  Intern 
San Fransisco, CA, United States | May ’20 - August ’20

Produced both futuristic and MVP design explorations and ideations for 
an ML/AI gallery -Neural Filters in Photoshop, released at MAX 2020. 

Worked alongside a content strategist, focused on ethics, labels, feed-
back, and biases of this tool before this was released. 

Cross-collaborated with designers, engineers, and researchers. This 
added to discussions at length and well-thought MVP product.

Additionally, I designed alternative prototypes for user testing sessions 
with the design research team. 

WEX | UI/UX Graphics Design Intern 
Portland, ME, United States | May ’19 - August ’19

Post-primary research, based on an employee survey with over 530 
respondents and Google analytics, analyzed as well as conducted 
unmoderated card sorting using online software:- user testing and 
optimal workshop for 10+ years old WEX intranet website on WordPress 
with 400+ pages, resulting in well re-structured information architec-
ture, and aging report. 

Setup A/B testing experiences on Monetate software with designed 
visitor-targeted banners, lightboxes, and HTML/CSS actions for the 
WEXinc website.   

SHIPSY | UI/UX Designer 
Gurugram, Haryana, India | May ’16 - Oct ’16

Wireframed and prototyped a diverse range of internal and external 
products involving ML/AI for DTDC, India -across all major platforms 
like desktop, mobile, and tablet. 

Collaborated with developers and stakeholders, to remodel internal 
products for DTDC, which increased efficiency by 120%.

EDUCATION

MASTER OF GRAPHIC DESIGN 
[GPA: 4.0/4.0]

May ’21, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC

BACHELOR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
[GPA: 8.14/10]

May ’15,  DAIICT, Gujarat, India
 
SKILLS
User-Centered experience design(HCI) 
Conversational user interface design 
Multimodal design(VR/AR/Digital)

ACHIEVEMENTS
Vision spikes for Photoshop ecosystem

Helped define the future of Photoshop by rede-
fining tools, paradigms, and features. To cater to 
the creator economy, I explored ways to make the 
interface smooth to use and tools discoverable for 
new users by changing interaction patterns and 
tool placement. I worked on phasing these chang-
es and sparked user research for the suggested 
changes for the future.

Product led growth for Photoshop

I laid out the explorations utilizing different 
product-led growth design models, which are now 
a part of experiments for Photoshop on the web.

Elemental in student learning

Worked as a Teaching assistant(TA) for virtual 
reality(coding+ designing environment in VR) for 
high schoolers and then TA’ed for Graphic Design 
Theory & practice and Print & digital design.  

CERTIFICATIONS
Design thinking practitioner - IBM 
User experience design - GeorgiaTech 
Futures thinking specialization - IFTF

SOFTWARES
Adobe creative cloud  
HTML/ CSS/JavaScript 
Figma 
Runway ML 
Unity + Visual Studio + C#
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